HOW TO SUCCEED IN AHTG 100

Biggest Tip: DON'T SKIP YOUR ASSIGNED LAB
One of your greatest resources in American Heritage is your weekly lab. In these labs, you have the opportunity to ask questions, go over complicated topics, learn new material, turn in assignments, and review for the tests.

TUTORING
Y-Serve
Volunteer tutors are available to schedule with at: https://tutoring.byu.edu/

Review Room
2218 HBLL
Hours 9:00am-4:00pm

Free Online Resources
- Khan Academy
- Crash Courses

READING
- Reading More Effectively
- Deciphering the Text’s Meaning
- Analyze the Text

EXAMS
Study groups are going to be one of your best resources in preparing for exams.
- Forming an Effective Study Group

LECTURES
- Take notes - research shows you are much more likely to remember things if they are in your notes
- Be attentive and ask questions
- Try to keep your phone off and away so you don't get distracted
- Study the reading BEFORE coming to class, review it after
- Stay physically and emotionally healthy
- Manage and plan for your assignment deadlines so that you come to class prepared
- Guidelines for Lecture
- How to Listen Actively
- Effective Note Taking

LABS
- Lab Recommendations from your TAs
- Lab Guidelines

WRITING
FHSS Writing Lab
1175 JFSB
fhsswriting.byu.edu
- Steps to Writing a Good Paper
- Checklist Before Submitting a Paper
- Essay Elements
- Research and Writing Center Handouts

ATTITUDE
Having a positive attitude is important to help you learn
- Tips for a Good Learning Attitude